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The book received the Emme Award for Astronautical Literature at the March 20 2000 luncheon of the
Goddard Memorial Symposium, sponsored by the American Astronautical Society. Named in honor of
the first NASA Historian, Eugene Emme, the Emme award was created in 1982 to annually recognize an
outstanding book that increases public understanding of the past and potential impact of the field of
astronautics.
This book provides in-depth coverage of the latest research and development activities concerning
innovative wind energy technologies intended to replace fossil fuels on an economical basis. A
characteristic feature of the various conversion concepts discussed is the use of tethered flying devices to
substantially reduce the material consumption per installed unit and to access wind energy at higher
altitudes, where the wind is more consistent. The introductory chapter describes the emergence and
economic dimension of airborne wind energy. Focusing on “Fundamentals, Modeling & Simulation”,
Part I includes six contributions that describe quasi-steady as well as dynamic models and simulations of
airborne wind energy systems or individual components. Shifting the spotlight to “Control, Optimization
& Flight State Measurement”, Part II combines one chapter on measurement techniques with five
chapters on control of kite and ground stations, and two chapters on optimization. Part III on “Concept
Design & Analysis” includes three chapters that present and analyze novel harvesting concepts as well as
two chapters on system component design. Part IV, which centers on “Implemented Concepts”, presents
five chapters on established system concepts and one chapter about a subsystem for automatic launching
and landing of kites. In closing, Part V focuses with four chapters on “Technology Deployment” related
to market and financing strategies, as well as on regulation and the environment. The book builds on the
success of the first volume “Airborne Wind Energy” (Springer, 2013), and offers a self-contained
reference guide for researchers, scientists, professionals and students. The respective chapters were
contributed by a broad variety of authors: academics, practicing engineers and inventors, all of whom
are experts in their respective fields.
A new edition of the most popular book of project management case studies, expanded to include more
than 100 cases plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project Case studies are an important part of project
management education and training. This Fourth Edition of Harold Kerzner's Project Management Case
Studies features a number of new cases covering value measurement in project management. Also
included is the well-received "super case," which covers all aspects of project management and may be
used as a capstone for a course. This new edition: Contains 100-plus case studies drawn from real
companies to illustrate both successful and poor implementation of project management Represents a
wide range of industries, including medical and pharmaceutical, aerospace, manufacturing, automotive,
finance and banking, and telecommunications Covers cutting-edge areas of construction and
international project management plus a "super case" on the Iridium Project, covering all aspects of
project management Follows and supports preparation for the Project Management Professional (PMP®)
Certification Exam Project Management Case Studies, Fourth Edition is a valuable resource for students,
as well as practicing engineers and managers, and can be used on its own or with the new Eleventh
Edition of Harold Kerzner's landmark reference, Project Management: A Systems Approach to Planning,
Scheduling, and Controlling. (PMP and Project Management Professional are registered marks of the
Project Management Institute, Inc.)
The Limitless Sky
Standard Drives, Hybrid Drives, Brakes, Safety Systems
The Viewpoints Book
How Mass Collaboration Changes Everything
Carbon Fibers
Aircraft Performance & Design

Introduction to Rocket Science and Engineering, Second Edition,
presents the history and basics of rocket science, and examines
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design, experimentation, testing, and applications. Exploring
how rockets work, the book covers the concepts of thrust,
momentum, impulse, and the rocket equation, along with the
rocket engine, its components, and the physics involved in the
generation of the propulsive force. The text also presents
several different types of rocket engines and discusses the
testing of rocket components, subsystems, systems, and complete
products. The final chapter stresses the importance for rocket
scientists and engineers to creatively deal with the
complexities of rocketry.
This edited open access book gives a comprehensive overview of
small and lightweight electric three- and four-wheel vehicles
with an international scope. The present status of small
electric vehicle (SEV) technologies, the market situation and
main hindering factors for market success as well as options to
attain a higher market share including new mobility concepts are
highlighted. An increased usage of SEVs can have different
impacts which are highlighted in the book in regard to
sustainable transport, congestion, electric grid and transportrelated potentials. To underline the effects these vehicles can
have in urban areas or rural areas, several case studies are
presented covering outcomes of pilot projects and studies in
Europe. A study of the operation and usage in the Global South
extends the scope to a global scale. Furthermore, several
concept studies and vehicle concepts on the market give a more
detailed overview and show the deployment in different
applications.
Written with students of aerospace or aeronautical engineering
firmly in mind, this is a practical and wide-ranging book that
draws together the various theoretical elements of aircraft
design - structures, aerodynamics, propulsion, control and
others - and guides the reader in applying them in practice.
Based on a range of detailed real-life aircraft design projects,
including military training, commercial and concept aircraft,
the experienced UK and US based authors present engineering
students with an essential toolkit and reference to support
their own project work. All aircraft projects are unique and it
is impossible to provide a template for the work involved in the
design process. However, with the knowledge of the steps in the
initial design process and of previous experience from similar
projects, students will be freer to concentrate on the
innovative and analytical aspects of their course project. The
authors bring a unique combination of perspectives and
experience to this text. It reflects both British and American
academic practices in teaching aircraft design. Lloyd Jenkinson
has taught aircraft design at both Loughborough and Southampton
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universities in the UK and Jim Marchman has taught both aircraft
and spacecraft design at Virginia Tech in the US. * Demonstrates
how basic aircraft design processes can be successfully applied
in reality * Case studies allow both student and instructor to
examine particular design challenges * Covers commercial and
successful student design projects, and includes over 200 high
quality illustrations
Introduction to Rocket Science and Engineering
Human Missions to Mars
Technologies, Regulations, and Societal Well-being in Europe
Small Electric Vehicles
Fundamentals of Automotive and Engine Technology
Aircraft Ownership
Offers “how to” information and solutions to the most common legal and tax issues
facing general aviation aircraft owners—in layman’s terms Flow charts, diagrams, and
legal case briefs provide real world scenarios of each discussion Downloadable forms,
agreements, and checklists
Provides a guide to three-dimensional printers, covering such topics as how to choose
the right printer, finding the appropriate software, and includes a showcase of printed
projects.
A mission to send humans to explore the surface of Mars has been the ultimate goal of
planetary exploration since the 1950s, when von Braun conjectured a flotilla of 10
interplanetary vessels carrying a crew of at least 70 humans. Since then, more than
1,000 studies were carried out on human missions to Mars, but after 60 years of study,
we remain in the early planning stages. The second edition of this book now includes an
annotated history of Mars mission studies, with quantitative data wherever possible.
Retained from the first edition, Donald Rapp looks at human missions to Mars from an
engineering perspective. He divides the mission into a number of stages: Earth’s
surface to low-Earth orbit (LEO); departing from LEO toward Mars; Mars orbit insertion
and entry, descent and landing; ascent from Mars; trans-Earth injection from Mars orbit
and Earth return. For each segment, he analyzes requirements for candidate
technologies. In this connection, he discusses the status and potential of a wide range
of elements critical to a human Mars mission, including life support consumables,
radiation effects and shielding, microgravity effects, abort options and mission safety,
possible habitats on the Martian surface and aero-assisted orbit entry decent and
landing. For any human mission to the Red Planet the possible utilization of any
resources indigenous to Mars would be of great value and such possibilities, the use of
indigenous resources is discussed at length. He also discusses the relationship of lunar
exploratio n to Mars exploration. Detailed appendices describe the availability of solar
energy on the Moon and Mars, and the potential for utilizing indigenous water on Mars.
The second edition provides extensive updating and additions to the first edition,
including many new figures and tables, and more than 70 new references, as of 2015.
Quieting the Boom
Design and Development of the U-2
Army Model OH-58D Helicopter
3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing Technologies
CliffsComplete Othello
European-Russian Space Cooperation
This book presents a selection of papers on advanced technologies for
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3D printing and additive manufacturing, and demonstrates how these
technologies have changed the face of direct, digital technologies
for the rapid production of models, prototypes and patterns. Because
of their wide range of applications, 3D printing and additive
manufacturing technologies have sparked a powerful new industrial
revolution in the field of manufacturing. The evolution of 3D
printing and additive manufacturing technologies has changed design,
engineering and manufacturing processes across such diverse
industries as consumer products, aerospace, medical devices and
automotive engineering. This book will help designers, R&D personnel,
and practicing engineers grasp the latest developments in the field
of 3D Printing and Additive Manufacturing.
In the CliffsComplete guides, the novel's complete text and a
glossary appear side-by-side with coordinating numbered lines to help
you understand unusual words and phrasing. You'll also find all the
commentary and resources of a standard CliffsNotes for Literature.
CliffsComplete Othello makes you familiar with one of the most staged
of all of Shakespeare's plays. Othello is a tale of love and
betrayal, secrets, passion, and intrigue. Psychology and wit pit
strength and virtue against jealousy and evil agendas. The results
leave no winners, only tragedy in the lives of the jealous Moor,
Othello, and his wife, Desdemona. Enhance your reading of Othello and
save valuable studying time — all at once — with CliffsComplete
Othello. Additional features include: A summary and insightful
commentary for each scene Bibliography and historical background on
the playwright, William Shakespeare A look at the historical context
and structure of the play Discussions on the play's symbols and
themes A character map that graphically illustrates the relationships
among the characters Review questions, a quiz, discussion topics
(essay questions), activity ideas A Resource Center full of books,
articles, films, and Internet sites Streamline your literature study
with all-in-one help from CliffsComplete guides!
After a life-threatening event, the No Sugar Baker rolled up her
apron, changed her lifestyle and has quickly become one of America's
favorite self-taught bakers. She shares her informative health
experience and over one hundred recipes. She'll be your favorite,
too!
Aircraft Yearbook
Unlimited Horizons
Popular Mechanics
An Insider's Guide to Making Impactful Changes to Manufacturing and
Training
Aircraft Recognition Manual
A Comprehensive Perspective on the Aviation Value Chain
This open access book provides a view into the state-of-the-art research on aviation noise and related
annoyance. The book will primarily focus on the achievements of the ANIMA project (Aviation Noise
Impact Management through Novel Approaches), but not exclusively. The content has a broader
theme in order to encompass. regulation issues, the ICAO (International Civil Aviation Organization)
balanced approach, progresses made on technologies and reduction of noise at source, impact of
possible future civil supersonic aircraft, land-use planning issues, as well as the core topics of the
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ANIMA project, i.e. impact on human beings, annoyance, quality of life, health and findings of the
project in this respect. This book differs from traditional research programmes on aviation noise as
the authors endeavour, not to lower noise at source, but to reduce the annoyance. This book examines
these non-acoustic factors in an effort to help those most affected by aviation noise – communities
living close to airports, and also help airport managers, policy-makers, local authorities and
researchers to deal with this issue holistically. The book concludes with some recommendations for
EU, national and local policy-makers, airport and aviation authorities, and more broadly a
scientifically literate audience. These recommendations may help to identify gaps for progress in
terms of research but also genuine implementation actions for political and regulatory authorities.
Designed as a stopgap measure to provide overhead reconnaissance capability during the early years
of the Cold War, the versatile U-2 has since evolved to meet changing requirements well into the 21st
century. Though many authors have documented the airplane's operational history, few have made
more than a cursory examination of its technical aspects or its role as a NASA research platform.
This volume includes an overview of the origin and development of the Lockheed U-2 family of
aircraft with early National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics (NACA) and National Aeronautics
and Space Administration (NASA) involvement, construction and materials challenges faced by
designers and builders, releasable performance characteristics and capabilities, use of U-2 and ER-2
airplanes as research platforms, and technical and programmatic lessons learned.
This book contains eight chapters that discuss the manufacturing methods, surface treatment,
composite interfaces, microstructure-property relationships with underlying fundamental physical
and mechanical principles, and applications of carbon fibers and their composites. Recently, carbonbased materials have received much attention for their many potential applications. The carbon fibers
are very strong, stiff, and lightweight, enabling the carbon materials to deliver improved performance
in several applications such as aerospace, sports, automotive, wind energy, oil and gas, infrastructure,
defense, and semiconductors. However, the use of carbon fibers in cost-sensitive, high-volume
industrial applications is limited because of their relatively high costs. However, its production is
expected to increase because of its widespread use in high-volume industrial applications; therefore,
the methods used for manufacturing carbon fibers and carbon-fiber-reinforced composites and their
structures and characteristics need to be investigated.
Aircraft Year Book
Aviation Unit and Intermediate Maintenance Manual
Wartime Report
A Monthly Journal of Current Literature
The Shaped Sonic Boom Demonstrator and the Quest for Quiet Supersonic Flight
Supply Chain Integration Challenges in Commercial Aerospace

This collection of papers identifies a number of important policy
questions that will be of rising importance as NASA transitions human
spaceflight in LEO to the private sector, as well as a number of
economic analysis methods for addressing those questions. Life off of
the Earth is a new field of social and economic organization that will
have vast implications for our evolution and our future. Economic
development in orbit is necessary for that future growth. It is our
hope that this volume may serve to guide decisions and spark the
intellectual curiosity of space policy makers, NASA program
managers, economic researchers, and all others interested in the
continued economic development of human spaceflight.
This book presents firsthand insights into strategies and approaches
for the commercial aerospace supply chain in response to the
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numerous changes that airlines, aircraft OEMs and their suppliers
have experienced over the past few decades. In doing so, it
investigates the entire product value chain. Accordingly, the chapters
address the challenges of configuration and demand, and highlight
the specificities of customization in the aviation industry. They
analyze component manufacturing, share valuable insights into
assembly and integration activities, and describe aftermarket
business models. In order to ensure more varied and balanced
coverage, the book includes contributions by researchers, suppliers,
and experts and practitioners from consulting companies and the
aircraft industry. Taken together, they provide a holistic perspective
on the transformation drivers and the innovations that have either
been implemented or will be adopted in the near future. The book
introduces and describes new concepts and innovations such as 3D
printing, E2E demand management, digital production, predictive
maintenance and open innovation in general, supplementing them
with sample industrial applications from the aviation sector.
Reproductions of reports, some declassified, of research done at
Langley Memorial Aeronautical Laboratory during World War II. The
order of reports does not represent when they were chronologically
issued. Reference to the original version of each report is included.
Aircraft Design Projects
Enabling Technologies for Exploring the Red Planet
Make
World Aviation Directory
A Legal and Tax Guide
Economic Development of Low Earth Orbit
Manufacturers are looking to train workers and reduce the coming skilled-worker
shortfall. In a book for hiring managers, educators and parents, and career
changers, a leader in high-tech product commercialization and digital fabrication
prepares readers for changes in the factory and presents new options for training
digital factory workers.
First major exploration of a ground-breaking new technique for actors and theatre
artists.
Science and technology has been used more and more in the last few decades
to gain advantage over competitors. Quite often, however, the actual science
involved is not published because a suitable journal cannot be found. The
Engineering of Sport brings together work from a very diverse range of subjects
including Engineering, Physics, Materials and Biomechanics. The Engineering of
Sport represent work which was represented at the 1st International Conference
on the Engineering of Sport held in Sheffield, UK in July 1996. Many sports were
represented and the material covered split into nine topics covering
aerodynamics, biomechanics, design, dynamics, instrumentation, materials,
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mechanics, modelling, motion analysis, and vibrations. It should be of interest to
specialists in all areas of sports research.
3D Printing
For Engineering Students
A Practical Guide to Viewpoints and Composition
The Literary News
Advances in Technology Development and Research
The Engineering of Sport
Written by one of the most succesful aerospace authors, this
new book develops aircraft performance techniques from first
principles and applies then to real airplanes. It also address a
philosophy of, and techniques for aircraft design. By
developing and discussing these two subjects in a single text,
the author captures a degree of synergism not found in other
texts. The book is written in a conversational style, a
trademark of all of John Anderson's texts, to enhance the
readers' understanding.
Popular Mechanics inspires, instructs and influences readers to
help them master the modern world. Whether it’s practical DIY
home-improvement tips, gadgets and digital technology,
information on the newest cars or the latest breakthroughs in
science -- PM is the ultimate guide to our high-tech lifestyle.
This supplemental text for educational policy, administration,
and program evaluation courses provides a framework for
examining the following crucial questions. To what extent have
state and federal initiated policies actually been implemented
during the past 25 years? and To what degree does
implementation lead to effectiveness? At a time when critical
understanding of the issues is essential for good decision
making, this volume provides a valuable tool for teachers,
students, and makers of educational policy.
Wikinomics
Education Policy Implementation
From de Gaulle to ExoMars
Report of the Presidential Commission on the Space Shuttle
Challenger Accident
The No Sugar Baker's Cookbook of Healthy Living & No Regrets
Literary News
Reviews the circumstances surrounding the Challenger accident to establish the probable
cause or causes of the accident. Develops recommendations for corrective or other action
based upon the Commission1s findings and determinations. Color photos, charts and tables.
"Ploughman of the Moon" by Robert William Service. Published by Good Press. Good Press
publishes a wide range of titles that encompasses every genre. From well-known classics &
literary fiction and non-fiction to forgotten−or yet undiscovered gems−of world literature,
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we issue the books that need to be read. Each Good Press edition has been meticulously
edited and formatted to boost readability for all e-readers and devices. Our goal is to
produce eBooks that are user-friendly and accessible to everyone in a high-quality digital
format.
Hybrid drives and the operation of hybrid vehicles are characteristic of contemporary
automotive technology. Together with the electronic driver assistant systems, hybrid
technology is of the greatest importance and both cannot be ignored by today s car
drivers. This technical reference book provides the reader with a firsthand comprehensive
description of significant components of automotive technology. All texts are
complemented by numerous detailed illustrations.
Challenge to Apollo
Project Management
The Soviet Union and the Space Race, 1945-1974
Case Studies
NASA Tech Briefs
Airborne Wind Energy

Describes different quality levels of bicycles, and
discusses gear trains, indexed shifting, cranksets,
freewheels, derailleurs, chains, pedals, wheels, tires,
brakes, saddles, and handlebars.
The story of European-Russian collaboration in space is
little known and its importance all too often understated.
Because France was the principal interlocutor between these
nations, such cooperation did not receive the attention it
deserved in English-language literature. This book rectifies
that history, showing how Russia and Europe forged a
successful partnership that has continued to the present
day. Space writer Brian Harvey provides an in-depth picture
of how this European-Russian relationship evolved and what
factors—scientific, political and industrial—propelled it
over the decades. The history begins in the cold war period
with the first collaborative ventures between the Soviet
Union and European countries, primarily France, followed
later by Germany and other European countries. Next, the
chapters turn to the missions when European astronauts flew
to Russian space stations, the Soyuz rocket made a new home
in European territory in the South American jungle and
science missions were flown to study deep space. Their
climax is the joint mission to explore Mars, called ExoMars,
which has already sent a mission to Mars. Through this close
examination of these European-Russian efforts, readers will
appreciate an altogether new perspective on the history of
space exploration, no longer defined by competition, but
rather by collaboration and cooperation.
The acclaimed bestseller that's teaching the world about the
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power of mass collaboration. Translated into more than
twenty languages and named one of the best business books of
the year by reviewers around the world, Wikinomics has
become essential reading for business people everywhere. It
explains how mass collaboration is happening not just at Web
sites like Wikipedia and YouTube, but at traditional
companies that have embraced technology to breathe new life
into their enterprises. This national bestseller reveals the
nuances that drive wikinomics, and share fascinating stories
of how masses of people (both paid and volunteer) are now
creating TV news stories, sequencing the human gnome,
remixing their favorite music, designing software, finding
cures for diseases, editing school texts, inventing new
cosmetics, and even building motorcycles.
The New Collar Workforce
Ploughman of the Moon
Air Force Science and Technology Contributions to the Nation
Aviation Noise Impact Management
Bicycling Magazine's Complete Guide to Upgrading Your Bike
An International View on Light Three- and Four-Wheelers
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